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After scooping the Best Musical Theatre/Drama Resources award at this year’s Music 
Teacher ‘Awards For Excellence’, we are delighted to unveil our biggest, broadest and 
best-yet selection of nativities, Christmas resources, musicals and song books. 

As always, our approach has been to create resources that are accessible, engaging 
and fully adaptable, supporting busy teachers whilst captivating children’s imagination. 
Our editable scripts, digital downloads, extensive director’s guidelines and classroom 
activities will make staging any of our shows a stress-free, meaningful and truly memorable 
experience for all. 

And, for early purchasers, we have 200 FREE COPIES of our fantastic assembly–songbook 
You, Me & PSHE to give away, not to mention our FREE HARVEST DOWNLOAD PACK. 

Have a great show. Do keep in touch!

Matt, Tom and Niki

Our Harvest Songs Download Pack is 
completely free and guaranteed to add life 
and energy to your Harvest celebrations.

The pack contains backing and vocal tracks, 
sheet music and song lyrics for the infectious 
‘Big Blue Tractor’ and the toe-tapping 
‘Harvest Tango’. 

Add discount code HARVEST19 at the 
checkout for your 100% discount. 

Pack contains:

‘Big Blue Tractor’  
by Niki Davies 

‘Harvest Tango’  
by Matthew Crossey  
& Tom Kirkham

 by Niki Davies ‘Big Blue Tractor’
‘Harvest Tango’

by Matt
hew Crossey & Tom Kirkham

Ages

5 – 11
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TO THE FIRST  
200 CUSTOMERS*  

WHO ORDER A 
NATIVITY & LICENCE 

THIS AUTUMN

FREE!

*One free copy of You, Me & PSHE per order, per school. 

9
page

11
page

17
page

15
page

7
page

“Humorous and editable scripts with strong narratives,  
original scores and unforgettable children-led songs” 

Teach Primary
3
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Accessible, interactive, fun, dynamic. And that’s just the assemblies.  
Throw in 15 fantastic songs, and it’s a winning combination for any  
teacher or head teacher who regularly needs a great assembly at relatively 
short notice. Covering themes such as building friendships, celebrating 
diversity and embracing the school community, ‘You, Me & PSHE’ provides 
a one-stop solution, with each assembly and each song perfectly suited for 
delivery on any day of the school year.

The 
COMPLETE  
ASSEMBLY 
Series

15 Inspiring Assemblies, 15 Brilliant Songs

Book & CD £29.95

Digital download  
Pack £9.95

Watch out for more titles in 
this series coming soon!

15 Inspiring Assemblies, 15 Brilliant Songs

Ages

5 – 11
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

‘Glad Tidings!’ is a ready-to-go resource perfect for schools and 
churches. With new arrangements of ‘O Little Town Of Bethlehem’,  
‘Ding Dong Merrily On High’, ‘The First Noel’, ‘We Three Kings’ and 
‘Hark The Herald Angels Sing’, two brand new carols, pre-chosen 
readings, a beautifully-written narration, two charming new poems 
and guidance on staging and resourcing, this really is a complete 
carol service.

Furthermore, with the whole service fully adaptable – and the 
editable script available too for a small extra charge – this book 
and CD pack will make your Christmas carol service as stress-free, 
enjoyable and festive as possible.

Book & CD £24.95

12 Month Performance 
Licence £22

Digital Download Pack £9.95

Editable Script £9.95

Ages

7+

Duration

40 mins

Speaking Roles

16+

Cast

20 – 100

Ideal Cast

35 Glad Tidings!
A Complete Carol Service

5
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Tucked quietly away behind the heaving inns and overcrowded 
houses of Bethlehem, a stable stands peacefully in the darkness. Its 
oxen snore gently. Its mice nibble leisurely. It is a night like any other.

But everything is about to change. A couple. A baby. Shepherds. 
Kings. Before they know it, the humble stable is bathed in starlight 
and alive with activity. Something very special is happening, and the 
animals are in the stalls with front-row tickets.

Niki Davies’ beautiful nativity, perfectly pitched for 3-7 year olds,  
will charm children and adults alike with its delightful script and 
seven unforgettable songs.

An Ill um inat ing  Nativity       Musical

by Niki Davies

Book & CD £22.95

12 Month Performance 
Licence £22

Digital Download Pack £9.95

Editable Script £9.95

Ages

3 – 7

Duration

25 mins  

Speaking Roles

30

Cast

20 – 80 

Ideal Cast

50

An Ill um inat ing  Nativity       Musical

by Niki Davies

6
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Squeeze into the stable in Bethlehem as oxen, sheep, mice, 
chickens, turkeys and goats try to settle down for a quiet 
night’s sleep. But when news of imminent arrivals comes 
to their attention, a quick tidy up is needed if the stable 
is to be presentable for their visitors. And what special 
visitors they turn out to be!

Niki Davies’ brand new nativity, ideal for 3-7 year olds, 
will delight young performers with its colourful array of 
characters, seven lovely songs and an accessible script. 

NEW
FOR

KS1 

Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Book & CD £22.95

12 Month Performance 
Licence £22

Digital Download Pack £9.95

Editable Script £9.95

Ages

3 – 7

Duration

25 mins

Speaking Roles

25

Cast

20 – 80

Ideal Cast

50

A Joyful 
Nativity Musical

by
Niki Davies

7
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Squashed inside a stable, the animals are fed up: they’re 
uncomfortable, irritable and one of them is snoring.  
Even worse, there’s a rowdy party at the nearby inn!  
The animals feel second-rate, second-class and second to 
everyone. But – with the arrival of a very special baby – 
everything is about to change!

‘The Inn Crowd’ takes a fresh, funny, furry look at the 
nativity story, complete with seven brilliantly catchy new 
songs and a host of groovy characters.

Book & CD £23.95

12 Month Performance 
Licence £22

Digital Download Pack £9.95

Editable Script £9.95

Ages

5 – 9

Duration

35 mins

Speaking Roles

54 or 36

Cast

30 – 70 

Ideal Cast

50

8
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

The residents of Bethlehem are worried: a census has 
been called and they are about to be inundated with 
people and animals. Where will everyone stay? Will they 
run out of food and water? And most importantly, will 
there be enough hay?

Tom Kirkham and Matthew Crossey follow up last year’s 
brilliant ‘The Inn Crowd’ with another wonderfully funny 
and engaging take on the traditional nativity story, with 
seven memorable songs that will get children and adults 
singing along.  

Book & CD £23.95

12 Month Performance 
Licence £22

Digital Download Pack £9.95

Editable Script £9.95

Ages

5 – 9

Duration

35 mins

Speaking Roles

56

Cast

30 – 80+

Ideal Cast

70

by Matthew Crossey 
and Tom Kirkham

An Ex-Strawdinary 
Musical Nativity

NEW
FOR

KS1 

9
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Join Godfrey Humps, the world’s first three-humped 
camel, as he strides to Bethlehem in this wonderfully 
entertaining and joyful nativity. And it’s not just Godfrey 
who is on the move either: three wise men, an array of 
travellers, shepherds, angels and even sheep are keen to 
get in on the action. 

Seven beautiful new songs and a lovely script make 
‘Hooray In A Manger’ the perfect nativity musical  
for 5-9 year olds. 
 

Book & CD £23.95

12 Month Performance 
Licence £22

Digital Download Pack £9.95

Editable Script £9.95

Ages

5 – 9

Duration

30 mins

Speaking Roles

24

Cast

20 – 60

Ideal Cast

40

An Uplifting

Nativity Musical

Music & Lyrics by Jane Carr

Script by Geoff Lawson

10
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

This Christmas mini-musical is a great alternative to a nativity, 
telling the charming tale of a little boy desperate to receive a pet 
mouse for Christmas. Unlikely though this seems, when a mouse 
takes a quick nap amongst the presents in Santa’s sack, so begins 
Tip’s flight of a lifetime and his subsequent arrival at the house of 
one very lucky young chap. 

Suitable for 5-9 year olds and comprising an accessible script  
and eight great songs, ‘The Mouse In Santa’s House’ joins the 
cannon of Christmas stories that will delight and entertain 
generations to come. 

Book & CD £23.95

12 Month Performance 
Licence £22

Digital Download Pack £9.95

Editable Script £9.95

Ages

5 – 9

Duration

35 mins

Speaking Roles

20

Cast

10 – 50+

Ideal Cast

40

An Uplifting

Nativity Musical

Music & Lyrics by Jane Carr

Script by Geoff Lawson

NEW
FOR

KS1 

11
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

This thrilling nativity musical follows Nicholas Mistletoe as 
he tumbles back in time to the days surrounding the birth 
of Jesus. Dressed in his pyjamas and slippers, can Nicholas 
make it to the stable to observe the new-born baby, or will 
the distrustful Roman soldiers evict him from Bethlehem?

A gripping script and eight brilliant, original songs divided 
across the year-groups make ‘The Amazing Advent 
Calendar’ the perfect whole school Christmas production. 
Or use the abridged script for younger performers. 

Book & CD £26.95

12 month Performance 
Licence £22

Digital Download Pack £9.95

Editable Script £9.95

Ages

5 – 11

Duration

50 mins (40*)

Speaking Roles

52

Cast

30 – 80

Ideal Cast

60

*Abridged Version

Abridged 
Script 

Available

12
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Niki Davies’ wonderful nativity weaves seven beautiful 
songs into a delightful script, charting the passage of an 
ever-increasing caravan of characters as they follow the 
brightest star in the sky to the little town of Bethlehem.

Superbly conceived for young performers, ‘Follow The Star’ 
twinkles with charm and is the perfect nativity musical for  
4 –7 year olds. 

Book & CD £22.95

12 month Performance 
Licence £22

Digital Download Pack £9.95

Editable Script £9.95

Ages

4 – 7

Duration

25 mins

Speaking Roles

45

Cast

20 – 80

Ideal Cast

50

13
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Over a stable in Bethlehem, the Little Blue Star discovers that no matter how 
different we are, we are all as important as each other and special in our own 
way. With seven songs and a simple script, this charming nativity play is perfect 
for nursery and infant children at Christmas time. 

Book & CD £19.95 
12 Month Performance Licence £20
Digital Download Pack £9.95     Editable Script £9.95

The Little Blue Star
By Niki Davies

Duration

20 mins

Speaking Roles

26

Cast

20 – 40

Ideal Cast

30

Ages

3 – 7

The Lucky Owl is looking for somewhere to spend the night. After finding no 
room in the bat’s cave, squirrel’s hollow tree or mouse’s hole, Owl finds a cosy 
stable with a big surprise waiting inside. Expecting to be turned away, she is 
filled with joy to be asked to stay. 

Book & CD £19.95 
12 Month Performance Licence £20
Digital Download Pack £9.95     Editable Script £9.95

The Lucky Owl
By Niki Davies

Duration

20 mins

Speaking Roles

21

Cast

18 – 40

Ideal Cast

30

Ages

3 – 7

The animals in the farmyard are waiting patiently for a new baby to arrive. Will 
it be a lamb, a calf or a foal? They wait and wait and, as time passes, they grow 
more and more curious. Why is it taking so long? Is there something different 
about this baby? Little do they know that a wonderful surprise awaits them!

This delightful nativity takes a look at the birth of Jesus through the eyes of the 
animals ... perfect for Early Years and KS1.

Digital Download £19.95 (no physical product is supplied with this nativity)
12 Month Performance Licence £20     Editable Script £9.95

Is There A Baby In There?
By Niki Davies

Duration

20 mins

Speaking Roles

19

Cast

20 – 40

Ideal Cast

30

Ages

3 – 7

M U C H - L O V E D 
N AT I V I T I E S

All songs on the 

accompanying CDs 

with these nativities 

are performed by

14
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Join Holmes and Watson as they answer the prince’s 
summons and conduct their most challenging investigation 
yet – to find the foot that fits the glass slipper. But with a 
spiteful stepmother and two ugly sisters on the scene, as well 
as a father bemoaning the theft of his prize-pumpkin, locating 
Cinderella is not their only problem. 

Bringing together two of literature’s most-loved characters, 
‘Sherlock & Cinders’ is an ensemble piece ideal for 9-13 
year olds, with nine toe-tapping new songs, laughs by the 
coachload and pumpkins by the ... well, just one actually. 

Book & CD £33.95

12 Month Performance 
Licence £25

Digital Download Pack £9.95

Editable Script £9.95

Ages

9 – 13

Duration

65 mins

Speaking Roles

37

Cast

25 – 60+

Ideal Cast

50

NEW
FOR

KS1 

15
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Buckle your boots and holster your rolling pin, Kitty is off 
to London and she’s not coming home until she’s made 
something of her life. It won’t be easy though, not with the 
fearsome cook, Mrs Tilbury, and her loathsome daughter, 
Sarah, eager to set the cat among the pigeons. 

Perfect for 9-13 year olds, this brand new musical  
re-interpretation of Dick Whittington brings the story 
alive with an action-packed script, a host of memorable 
characters and ten brilliant new songs. 

Book & CD £33.95

12 Month Performance 
Licence £25

Digital Download Pack £9.95
Editable Script £9.95

Abridged Script Available

Ages

9 – 13

Duration

80 mins (65*)

Speaking Roles

31

Cast

18 – 60+

Ideal Cast

45

*Abridged Version

Teaching Drama Magazine

‘An 
impeccable  

mix of comedy, 

spectacle 

and tension’ 
Teach Primary  

Magazine

16
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Climb aboard The Plastic Pearl as Captain Clingfilm, his 
parrot Polly Styrene and a crew of plastic-loving pirates take 
to the seas, plundering every ship that they encounter and 
tossing the plastic that they don’t want into the sea. But at 
what cost? 

With swashbuckling aplenty, laughs in abundance and a vital 
environmental message for all of us, Niki Davies’ brilliant 
new musical is perfect for 7-11 year olds

Book & CD £33.95

12 Month Performance 
Licence £25

Digital Download 
Pack £9.95

Editable Script £9.95

Ages

7 – 11

Duration

50 mins

Speaking Roles

50

Cast

36 – 60+

Ideal Cast

50

NEW
FOR

KS1 

17
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Stitch up your sides and swathe yourself in bandages,  
this uproarious comedy caper delves deep into history  
and discovers that it’s never as dead and buried as you  
might think. 

With dozens of wonderful characters, a sensational, 
original score and a visionary script, ‘Who’s Your Mummy?’ 
is an enthralling musical adventure just screaming to be 
performed. 

Book & CD £33.95

12 Month Performance 
Licence £25

Digital Download Pack £9.95
Editable Script £9.95

Abridged Script Available

Ages

9 – 13

Duration

85 mins (65*)

Speaking Roles

38

Cast

30 – 60

Ideal Cast

50

Ancient Egyptians Curriculum 

*Abridged Version

‘Perfect  
for igniting  

a love of drama, 

singing and  

musical theatre’ 
Teach Primary  

Magazine

18
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Join Peter and the Lost Boys, Captain Hook and the 
Pirates, Tiger Lily and the Natives, not to mention Tinker-
Bell and a very hungry crocodile, as Neverland is brought 
magically to life in this exhilarating musical adaptation of 
the timeless classic. 

‘Pantastic’ is perfect for 9-13 year olds and will captivate 
cast and audience alike with its rib-tickling script and 
eleven unforgettable new songs.

Book & CD £33.95

12 Month Performance 
Licence £25

Digital Download Pack £9.95
Editable Script £9.95

Abridged Script Available

Ages

9 – 13

Duration

85 mins (70*)

Speaking Roles

33

Cast

20 – 60

Ideal Cast

34

*Abridged Version

Tom Kirkham and Matthew Crossey. Based on the classic book by J. M. Barrie.

‘Moving,  apt and  entertaining  with well-pitched, memorable  songs’ 
Teach Primary  Magazine

‘Plenty of  

great roles for 

children to get 

their teeth into, 

the opportunity for 

laughs and really 

good catchy songs’  

Teaching Drama 

Magazine

19
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

It’s CATS versus DOGS as our four-legged friends battle for  
supremacy in this wonderfully crafted adaptation of ‘Romeo and Juliet’. 
In the alleyways and moonlit streets of the city, Jack and Melody  
form an unlikely friendship. But can it really bring an end to such 
timeless hostility? 

Eleven catchy, contemporary songs and an enchanting  
script with laughs aplenty make ‘Paws & Claws’ an  
absolute treat for 9-13 year olds. 

Book & CD £33.95

12 Month Performance 
Licence £25

Digital Download Pack £9.95
Editable Script £9.95

Abridged Script Available

Ages

9 – 13
KS2+ 

Duration

80 mins (65*)

Speaking Roles

35

Cast

20 – 50

Ideal Cast

35

*Abridged Version

A Purr-fectly splendid musical by MATTHEW CROSSEY AND TOM KIRKHAM

A Purr-fectly splendid musical!
A Purr-fectly splendid musical!

A Purr-fectly splendid musical!
A Purr-fectly splendid musical!

BY MATTHEW CROSSEY AND TOM KIRKHAM
BY MATTHEW CROSSEY AND TOM KIRKHAM

A Purr-fectly splendid musical! by MATTHEW CROSSEY AND TOM KIRKHAM

A Purr-fectly splendid musical by MATTHEW CROSSEY AND TOM KIRKHAM
A Purr-fectly splendid musical by MATTHEW CROSSEY AND TOM KIRKHAM

A Purr-fectly splendid musical by MATTHEW CROSSEY AND TOM KIRKHAMA Purr-fectly splendid musical by MATTHEW CROSSEY AND TOM KIRKHAM

A Purr-fectly splendid musical by MATTHEW CROSSEY AND TOM KIRKHAM

Teaching Drama Magazine

2020
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Join the remarkable Doctor Dolittle and a colourful array 
of characters on a musical adventure of a lifetime as they 
race to Africa to save its monkey population from a deadly 
disease. 

With its riotous script, ten unforgettable new songs and a 
timely environmental message, ‘Doctor Dolittle And The 
Monkey Mayhem’ is a feast of fun and perfect for a young 
cast of energetic performers. 

Book & CD £33.95

12 Month Performance 
Licence £25

Digital Download Pack £9.95

Editable Script £9.95

Ages

8 – 13

Duration

60 mins 

Speaking Roles

33

Cast

25 – 60

Ideal Cast

40

KS2+ 

Teaching Drama Magazine

21
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Listen to song clips and read script samples at 
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

Step inside Sun Castle, a bustling, magical place, where 
wizards of every creed, colour and temperament live and 
work happily together. Well, most of the time. But then the 
sun suddenly goes out and the menacing Ice Creatures 
appear ...

Light up the stage with this delightful musical, complete  
with eight fantastic songs, an enchanting script and a story 
which illuminates numerous PSHE topics and the nature of 
British Values. 

Book & CD £29.95

12 Month Performance 
Licence £22

Digital Download Pack £9.95

Editable Script £9.95

Ages

5 – 9

Duration

50 mins

Speaking Roles

30

Cast

20 – 70

Ideal Cast

40

‘I loved the  

songs and  

I was already 

imagining how  

we would stage 

them as I listened  

to the soundtrack’ 

Music Teacher  

Magazine Review

The School Musicals Company is partnering with Sing Up because, 
 like us, they believe in delivering quality resources to keep you  

singing and making music all year round. 

Sing Up offers you a complete package for music and singing through our digital platform.

Sing Up makes transformative change happen in schools to enhance children’s development and 
learning through the power of singing. Developed by teachers and experts, we have been supporting 

singing schools for over a decade, and today Sing Up is used by teachers around the world.

Membership includes access to our music curriculum resource; Sing Up Music, our award-winning 
Song Bank with 1000+ songs, all specially arranged to promote good vocal health in young voices. 

Membership also provides inspiring ideas for cross-curricular topics, assemblies, routines  
and more – a complete foundation for musical learning across the school.

 

www.singup.org

22
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The School Musicals Company is partnering with Sing Up because, 
 like us, they believe in delivering quality resources to keep you  

singing and making music all year round. 

Sing Up offers you a complete package for music and singing through our digital platform.

Sing Up makes transformative change happen in schools to enhance children’s development and 
learning through the power of singing. Developed by teachers and experts, we have been supporting 

singing schools for over a decade, and today Sing Up is used by teachers around the world.

Membership includes access to our music curriculum resource; Sing Up Music, our award-winning 
Song Bank with 1000+ songs, all specially arranged to promote good vocal health in young voices. 

Membership also provides inspiring ideas for cross-curricular topics, assemblies, routines  
and more – a complete foundation for musical learning across the school.

 

www.singup.org

In partnership with

SING UP PUTS SINGING AT 
THE HEART OF EDUCATION

Adaptable Cast Sizes

Editable 
Scripts

Digital 
Downloads

Abridged 
Versions

Curriculum 
Links

Why Struggle Why Struggle 
To Make Life Simple?To Make Life Simple?

Great 
Fun, 
Easily 
Done

Contemporary
 Songs
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A Purr-fectly splendid musical
by MATTHEW CROSSEY AND TOM KIRKHAM

by matthew crossey and tom kirkham

On Our Website
Place your order online at:
www.theschoolmusicalscompany.com

School Invoice
If you are a UK school and would like to be  
invoiced, email your order to:
info@theschoolmusicalscompany.com

By Telephone
If you would like to discuss any of our resources  
and would prefer to talk to us in person, call:
01483 503050

The School Musicals Company
11 Stoke Road
Guildford
GU1 4HW

We are open from:
Monday – Friday 8.30am - 4.30pm

Editable Word docs available for all scripts
Abridged scripts available for many of our shows

Return address: The School Musicals Company, 11 Stoke Road,  
Guildford, GU1 4HW    Registered Company No: 10230241

SARAH LAMBIE – EDITOR, TEACHING DRAMA MAGAZINE
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